Chemical Regulatory Compliance Management

End-to-end capabilities for global compliance and holistic product stewardship
Chemical Regulatory Compliance Management

ADVISORY SERVICES
Expertise across the complete spectrum of product stewardship and chemical regulatory compliance

EHS Compliance Audits
Identify areas of risk before they are identified by the local regulatory authority, reducing exposure and improving workplace safety throughout the organization.

Mergers, Acquisitions, and Divestitures
Get an independent assessment of product portfolios and compliance programs for acquisition targets as part of due diligence to avoid costly surprises after the deal is closed. Benefit from product portfolio and business integration services once the acquisition is complete.

Regulatory Consulting
Tap our team’s 200+ years of combined experience in product and regulatory compliance to help position your company for success, now and in the future. Strategically leverage our team of hazard communication and dangerous goods experts to seamlessly support your global distribution of goods.

IT Portfolio Optimization
Maximize your existing investment in IT solutions and improve your compliance posture through our combined IT and product stewardship domain expertise. Exploit our wealth of expertise and experience to tie together existing platforms and architect cost-effective and scalable operations necessary to keep pace in today’s global regulatory climate.
SDS/eSDS Authoring
Manage regulatory information with rules-based chemical data management and SDS authoring in accordance with regulations in 100+ countries and 40 languages.

Exposure Scenario Management
Efficiently store and manage the use, exposure scenario and risk management measure information for REACH and CLP compliance.

Vendor SDS Management
Store and maintain a central repository of vendor and company-authored SDSs for tailored employee access aligned with region and language requirements.

Chemical Inventory and Workplace Safety
Get one-stop access to critical information regarding Employee Right to Know, site-level authorized material use lists, and chemical inventory used to generate ready-for-submission regulatory reports such as SARA 311/312.

Reporting & ERP Integration
Flexible integration engine to flow data to third party EHS systems or support additional business requirements such as Volume Tracking, Chemical Safety Assessments, EHS data access, and report generation.

Hazard Communication
Benefit from certified SDS/eSDS authors, transportation and dangerous goods specialists trained in ProSteward360 or other in-house authoring systems.

Vendor SDS Management
Get a tailored approach to vendor SDS acquisition, review and data capture using a blended resource model providing high-quality expert services at low per-request prices.

System Administration
Choose from CGI administration services for ProSteward360 and third-party IT systems, including routine maintenance, upgrades, configuration changes and help desk services.

Hosting
Scale your infrastructure via world-class CGI data centers or the public cloud, providing full hosting and integrated IT management services.

Application Implementation and Upgrade
Leverage CGI IT and subject matter resources for initial deployment, configuration, integration and upgrade services for ProSteward360 and third-party EHS IT software.
CGI's EHS Experience and Expertise

Product stewardship and regulatory compliance activities are coming under increasing focus and constantly evolving for chemical manufacturers, suppliers and users around the world. This enhanced scrutiny and changing landscape directly impact a company’s risk exposure, competitive position, and bottom line. CGI’s Chemical Regulatory Compliance Management solutions and services have been developed and maintained in partnership with industry leaders to address these pressures and keep pace with growing demand on companies like yours.

CGI has 20+ years of experience partnering with leading commercial and public sector organizations to implement effective EHS information management strategies and solutions that improve our clients’ compliance postures and reduce costs. We have extensive experience helping companies tackle the business and technical challenges associated with regulatory changes including REACH and GHS around the globe.

For more information about CGI’s regulatory solutions and services, visit cgi.com/environment or contact us at info@cgi.com